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Enjoyment and Observation: 

This “art of enjoyment” is hard to notice most of the time because 
it requires a particular time and energy to place ourselves in the 
stance of watching or observing.  
 
This “art of observation” is something that both Maria Montessori 
(the creator of the Montessori educational methodology) and Sofia 
Cavelletti and Gianna Gobbi (the foundresses of Catechesis of the 
Good Shepherd) highlight in the formation and preparation of the 
adults who will be working with the child in their classroom  
environments. Observation is directly connected to being able to 
notice this enjoyment in the child which points to the needs and 
desires of the child being satisfied. This is how you know you are 
heading in the right direction. 
 
As parents,  the skill of observation helps us to know our child and 
their needs better. It helps us to get to know ourselves better. It 
places us in a stance of watching, of learning, of noticing, and of hu-
mility. 
 
Observation takes practice as well as a commitment to growing in 
the virtues of patience and humility.  Below are some resources to 
learn more about this “art.” Some of the resources talk in terms of 
the teacher or the guide but these can be easily translated in to the 
role of the parent—ultimately, the primary teacher and guide of 
the child. If you have time, I encourage you to dive into this topic. It 
is often overlooked and it can be a really powerful tool in parenting 
our children. 

This Week’s Activity-For Parents: 

Remember that journal or notebook you started last week? 

Make a section in it for observation notes of your child(ren). 

Use “the Montessori Notebook: Observation” link to help you 

structure your pages. Then, challenge yourself to observe your 

child(ren) at various moments during your week. 

Helpful Resources about Observation:  

Montessori Guide Videos on Observation 

The Montessori Notebook: Observation 

CGS Parent Newsletter: Observation as a Tool in Parenting 

Maria Montessori: Suggestions and Remarks Upon  

Observing Children 

https://montessoriguide.org/observation
https://www.themontessorinotebook.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about-montessori-observation/
https://www.cgsusa.org/wp-content/uploads/ABA17-Observation-as-a-Tool-for-Parenting-January-km.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/519e5c43e4b036d1b98629c5/t/5440a96ae4b05dc33c686247/1413523818667/Observing+Children-Notes+from+Montessori%27s+1921+London+Course.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/519e5c43e4b036d1b98629c5/t/5440a96ae4b05dc33c686247/1413523818667/Observing+Children-Notes+from+Montessori%27s+1921+London+Course.pdf


This Week’s Activities-For Kids of All Ages 

Practice Observation & Enjoyment in Nature 

Nature provides a landscape ripe with the opportunity to practice the skills of observation 
for everyone of all ages. Again, observation requires practice and time.  

Make time this week to go for a family walk or hike outside (friendly reminder: make sure to 
practice safe social distancing rules).  You could go to a local nature center, around your 

block, or in your back yard. 

Supply List: 

-Journal and/or Paper for each family member 
-Something to write on 
-Pen/Pencil/Crayons 

Rules to Follow: 

Rule #1: Listening Ears 

Use your ears to listen to the nature around you. What do you hear? What do you notice?  
Examples could be: birds chirping, leaves rustling, wind blowing.  

Write down your observations in your journal or have younger children draw pictures about 

what they hear. Challenge everyone to take time to close their eyes when they are  
intentionally listening.  

Rule #2: Quiet Voices 

Challenge your family members to “make silence” on the walk. This doesn’t mean you have to 

be quiet the entire time, but take some intentional time as a family to be silent. This will help 
you listen to and see your surrounding in a more intentional way. As a parent, resist the urge 

to point things out to your child(ren). Allow the child to explore and notice on their own. 

Rule #3: Look at the Details 

As a parent, if something peaks your own interest you can silently model your interest to 
your child(ren). For example, if you are intrigued by a particular design on a tree trunk, you 

can stop walking, walk intentionally over to the tree and place your hand on the trunk. Then, 
look and observe. This models observation for your child in a powerful way. 

Rule #4: Open Hearts 

Open hearts lead to enjoyment. Allow God to speak to your own heart during your time in 

creation. Enjoy God’s presence and be open to how God wants to speak to you! Be open to 
spending more time in nature and observe the details before you. 

 


